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almost unique. The exercise in mis volume range from the ele¬
mentary to the advanced, all being designed to put no undue strain
upon the pupil. There is no questioning the utility of such a
book as this.”

Price,

-

$2.00 net

-

CHRISTMAS MUSIC

Marchesi’s 16 Vocalises ...
With Italian Words
For one. two and three voices. This work is a supplement to
the well known Marchesi’s Vocal Method.

Price,

-

-

-

$1.00 net

Machesi’s 100 Exercises on
Intervals...
This work is designed by Madame Marches) to include the
exercises necessary to attain complete vocal command over
the entire range of interv als.

Price,

-

-

75c. net

Adopted by the Associated Board of the Royal Academy of Music
and the Royal College of .Music.

Fifty Solfeggi ♦..

;

'

------

A complete course for any voice.
75 cents.
Herbert’s Harmony and Composition. By Dr. J
B. Herbert. The best hook on this subject. $ 1.00

FILLMORE BROS.,

PRICE, IN BOARDS, $1.50.

Special Price to Teachers,

FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS

Little Lays for Lais and L

Twenty songs that delight the hearts of the little folks

Write for our Bulletin of the- Latest English ami French

:"1 ;Sff%
'■-« fg-feiV

By Eaunext Composers.

■I' 4*3

BOOSEY & CO.
-

New York

This little visitor needs no apology for its
mission is to find the homes where haimony is ens
by its merry notes, set to the simple suggestions
the sowing of seeds that will insure a bounteou
cheerfulness.

jj
* ^
harv
..

Price by mail, postpaid. Boards, 75c.; ClotiL
liberal macorsa to thadk and trashk*

NEW CHRISTMAS MUSIC
Our Own Make.

-

By LOUIS RAYMOND

The element try part is particularly free from
and hence readily understood.
The organ P,ec®s-"avTT
ciously selected, and progressively arranged and finger

JUST WHAT IS XKEHED FUR THE PTUBSEB

6 Staves, 2-4 Pages,
8
“
24
8
“
36

9 East 17th St

Raymond's Cabinet Organ Instructor

A practical and sensible method for the study of music
how to play the instrument.

By

Frederic W. Root.

$j.00

,

s I ■».:

The Polychrome Lessons in Voice Culture.

F .—The original and transposed Italian Editions of
this famous master s *‘Studi Ji Bravura.'*
LAMPERT!. G. B. —The original Italian Editions of bis famous
“Vocalliri Pre par at on i.”
*
*'
- “ *’ —Scuola di Canto
LANPERTI,

^§©1

Joy to the World. A new S. S. concert exercise.
Price 5 cents; 50 cents per dozen.
All Hail to Santa Claus. A new cantata for Sunday
schools. By Chas. H. Gabriel.
30 cents.
King of Kings. A sacred cantata for choirs. By Dr.
J. B. Herbert.
30 cents.
New Anthems. Male qnartets; female quartets in
octavo ; also sheet songs for Christmas. Send for list.

Liberal Discount.

By WiVUB WHIPPLE

These fifty Solfeggi have been written by Signor
Tosti specially for the Middle Register of the voice
and are therefore, equaHv suitable for all voices.
They will be found most useful studies, and so
melodious in character as to be practically songs with
out words.
IN TWO BOOKS

Each Book,

by S. B. Mills, introducing a charming Scotch meloJy;
"CHARLIE IS MY DARLING," and winding up with HO
SWEET HOME,” has just been transcribed for the organ b
G. Reynolds. It is a very brilliant, yet organ-like piece”
cert purposes, and we fee! confident that good organists w
glad to include it in their repertoire.

Price, $1.25.

PAULINE, or An Eventful Day.
By Chas. H.
Gabriel A new operetta. Good music and plot.
75 cents

By F. PAOLI TOSTI
■i

Accompaniments.” This will be an extraordinary
set of articles. Fifty cents will get The Messenger from
November 1906 to January 1901.

Warren. Geo. William. "The Song of Salvafion ^ ^
Anthem for merao ^prano or^barito^ Chris(maS jwn

In Urge Styles Only.
-.f

“

25
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"CotnTYi Lofty, * Come Ye

15 cts.
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SSER» 1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Dressier. William.
Stock. George C.
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•
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"This Day^Proclaims a
"Listen to the Shepherd s^a^
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Stock, George C.

ANNUAL No. «, 7 carols. Grace Collection, VariojjS *“.|,o
ANNUAL No. 42,7 carols, Grace Collection, var
sto

Our complete catalogue of
will be mailed on request and b
for pr
ing your Christmas Mus,cmaking very
It will pay you as we are maf«‘ » advam
discounts, and can offer you many
not to be obtained elsewhere.

our noble piano literature.

And, third, the power to

elicit fully and richly the lyric heart of the instru¬
ment is lamentably lacking in many otherwise pro¬
ficient performers.
Go, then, piano-student, and learn to sing;

other¬

wise to you Chopin, Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann,
Mendelssohn, Field, Thalberg—yes, nine-tenths of all
the good music made for the

instrument—will be

utterly beyond you, though you may be able to turn
a pianola breathless with the gyrations of your digits.
All music is organic.

That is to say, music is music,

not singing, fiddling, organ-playing, piano pounding,
trumpet-blowing, flute-tooting, but the utterance of
the human spirit in living, moving symbols of sound.
It is, to be sure, quite impossible to give a course of
instruction as to this matter in a paragraph, or, in¬
deed, by anv written words, but these hints will be of
some suggestive value, perhaps.

When trying to sing

on the piano, get a clear idea of the exact, relative
value of the various voices, then bring out the pre¬
dominant cantilena with two or three times as much
energy as the other parts, giving them again a de¬
cided difference of weight, always giving to the mutual
tones which are repeated to keep the rhythm going
the least power of all.

Next take care to let the lyric,

or singing, phrase rise to a climax and fall away again
to a point of lapse or rest, just as an artistic singer
always

does.

Just imagine how

absurd

it would

sound if a tenor should shout out all the tones in the
last fonr measures of the “Salve Dimora” at the top
of his voice.

Now, lastly, draw upon the euphonizing

powers of the right-foot, or damper, pedal constantly,
that the sound may be liquid, and well connected at

of composition, and is a pronounced adherent of Wagnerism; he ranks high as a composer and pianist.
H. E. E.—1. By the natural minor form of the minor
scale is meant a series of notes beginning on the sixth
degree of a major scale and proceeding diatonieally to
the octave above. For example: A is the sixth degree
of the scale of C-major.
The natural minor scale
would comprise the notes A-B-C-D-E-F-G-A. The har¬
monic form raises the seventh; the melodic form the
sixth and seventh ascending, but in a descending
progression there is no chromatic change.
2. The fourth of the scale is called the subdominant;
the sixth, the submediant; the seventh is the leadingnote.
3. The arpeggio sign is a perpendicular, waved line,
placed just before a chord that is to be played in the
arpeggiated form.
H. P.—1. In a composition in which there is a con¬
sistent carrying out of voice-parts, it sometimes does
happen that the left and the right hands are assigned
the same note. In such eases use the hand that is
most convenient, being careful, however, to keep the
leading of the two voices clear.
2. In case you should have a chord in the left hand,
to be arpeggiated, and leading up to a single melodynote in the right hand, start with the bass and finish
with the melody-note. The latter comes directly with
the beat.
3. In the new work, “Contemporary American Com¬
posers,” by Rupert Hughes, you will find complete in¬
formation on the subject.
4. In playing hymn-tunes on the organ, it is not
customary to repeat reiterated bass-notes unless it be
desired to mark the rhythm welL Sometimes a choir
or congregation drags; in such a case play the full
chord, semi-staccato to mark the rhythm, increasing
the tempo until you have the desired rate. You can
also get a congregation together again if they are not
singing in good ensemble.

all times.
•

*

»

M. F.—1. Muzio Clementi is pronounced as if spelled
Clem en?tie, accent
on second syllable, first and second vowels short.
Maestro Clementi is not another composer, the word
being the Italian for Master, a term frequently applied
to musicians.

iloot'-se-oh, accent first syllable;
If music study can properly be considered a means
for education it should also possess the quality of
contributing to the development of character, for mere
acquisition without the power to use is of little value;
and, if this latter claim be well founded, then music
should help to teach the value of trifles, for the little

2. The “musical duel”—so-called—between Mozart,
and Clementi was merely a contest as to which was
the better player. Each h d certain points of excel¬
lence, Clementi being the superior in the brilliancy and

as one is closing—generally in another voice; this
makes the second one seven measures in length in¬
stead of eight; again a deceptive or interrupted ca¬
dence is introduced, and an extension of several meas¬
ures introduced; sometimes syncopations so change
the rhythm as to introduce a new unit of measure•ment,—Beethoven did this; in passages which consist
of thematic development of a subject phrases are often
irregular, and cannot be reduced to a system of four
and eight measures.
Sister S. A.—1. The principal intervals of the scale
besides the octave are the third, fifth, and sixth.
2. The first few notes, beginning with the
A of the piano, is marked AAA, and sometimes call
triple octave; the lowest C is anarked CC, called some¬
times double octave, and sub-octave; all note be¬
tween it and C, second leger-line below bass staff, are
written same way; that is, DD, EE, etc.; the nex
octave begins at C, below bass-staff, marked L, an
called great octave; next octave is the small octav ,
written c; next begins at middle C and is written
or c1, and called one-lined c or one-accented c; ne
octave is marked c" or c2 and so on.
.
,,
3. The tempered scale is one which divides
octave into twelve equal parts. The resulting ton
are not in perfect time, but can be used in van
keys, and, as a result, all the keys, whether hac
few or many sharps or flats, are equally good,
deviations from true pitch of some of the inte ■
are roughly the perfect fifth, l/» of a semitone
the perfect fourth, the same amount, sharp; the
J
third,
of a semitone sharp; the minor
respondingly flat; the minor third, V. of a semi
flat; the major sixth, correspondingly sharp.
4. Musie is divided into rhythmics, melodi ,
dynamics.

W. L. S.—The word “stop” as applied to a aen**^
pipes or the mechanism that opens them to t
sage of wind does present a contradiction. 4 'jwut
of the word is accounted for as follows: un l
^
the middle of the fifteenth century each “e-0f
organ controlled a certain pre-arranged nu
^
pipes,—in fact, the organ was a huge “mixtur . fire
times having fortv or fifty ranks. Mhen me. '
devised by which the player could stop cer“* ^ ^
from sounding, thus isolating others he " isj.errn
alone, a new era dawned in organ-building.
“stop” then recalls the fact that slides were
rather to silence ranks of pipes than to bring

tinctly segregated phrases or integral parts of phrases,
that it may do what it is meant to do, viz.: suggest
the lovely contrasts of the orchestral dialogue, when
reeds reply to strings, or French horns to clarinets.
Third, do not confine your use of the una corda to
the tinkles and splashes and ripples of the upper two
octaves, but use it everywhere, high and low, and if
vou have a fine ear, end sensitized heart, you will find
the solemn glooms and ghostly whispers of the orches¬
tra in the depths of pianissimo basses made spiritual
and aerial by the neglected, but beloved, “soft pedal,”
whose honest baptismal name is Ariel Una Corda.
•

*

•

POSITION.
PERL.EE V. JERVIS.

A GOOD hand position is such an important factor
in piano-playing that the most careful attention should
be given to it in the very first lesson, and the teacher’s

Reaching beyond the five-finger position causes ex¬
tension of the hand, crowding the fingers within a
lesser space produces contraction of the hand. Very
important is the passing ocer and passing under of fin¬
gers. Another movement is the change of fingers on
the same key. These are the movements so far as
they are called for by finger-marks. The finger is
moved from the knuckle-joint, occasionally also from
the finger-joint below it. The thumb moves up and
down with a very slight rotary motion, which can be
noticed on the thumb-nail. The hand has its up and
down (wri3t) movement in playing octaves, chords,
and sometimes single tones, and then there is the
rotary movement, however very slight, of the hand in
playing tremolos.
To gain full command of these various movements
requires years of study and is the aim of all hard¬
working students.
» » •

vigilance should not be relaxed until a perfect posi¬
tion becomes a habit with the pupil.

Hands differ in conformation; consequently what is
a good position for one pupil it not so good for an¬
other. In the normal position the first, or metacarpal,
joints should be slightly elevated above the second
joints, and the back of the hand should slope from
tho first joints downward to the wrist, which latter
should be quite a little lower than the metacarpal
joints. This elevation of the first joints varies with
different pupils; hands that have little or no backaction of the fingers require very much more elevation
of the first joints than those hands which are very
supple and capable of plenty of back-action. The
fingers should be well rounded and their third, or tip,
joints should be Vertical with the table or keys. The
fifth-finger side of the hand should be elevated so that
the hand tips toward the thumb, the amount of eleva¬
tion varying with different hands. Pupils with long
fourth and fifth fingers can tip the hand more than
those with short ones, and where, as ia sometimes the
rase, these fingers are abnormally short, it may even

NOW.
MADAME A. PUPIN.

On! that more persons would realize the value of
the Now, and recognize the fact' that there is no time
but the present ‘To-morrow never comes” is literally
true, for when it comes, it is the Now, and the oppor¬
tunity that was lost yesterday is gone forever. Cor¬
rect that little mistake now; play more perfectly now
that passage which you have just done so super¬
ficially; you may intend to do it right to-morrow, but
to-morrow you will perhaps not be in any better mood
and it will be put off to other morrows, and mean¬
while the bad 1 abit is growing stronger. In time the
careless mistake becomes a fixed habit, and the will
that was too weak to correct it when it would have
been easy will not be strong enough to break the fet¬
ters of habit that have grown imperceptibly day by
day.
J
There are many persons with the best of intentions
who desire and really mean to do certain duties, but

*

* »

RELAXATION.
PRESTON WARE OREM.

One hears a great deal nowadays of the principle
relaxation, frequently miscalled devitalization.
should be understood that this is distinctly not a n
principle, although a systematic knowledge of it a
its proper use were, until a comparatively few ye
ago, restricted to a few. There is a wonderful c
trast between the enlightened methods of techni
instruction pursued by the progressive and righ
equipped teacher and the fixed and constant rigid
of contraction insisted upon by the “foreign profess
of twenty or thirty years ago. The pity of it all is th
these contracted conditions still obtain in many qu
ters, the seed sown many years ago still flourish
to the dismay and confusion of those confronted w
the annual task of undoing the evils caused by
proper muscular conditions.
No one system or method has a monopoly of
principle of relaxation. It is common property,
must be borne in mind, though, that relaxation is

the means to an end, not the end itself. The id
physical condition requisite for effective piano-plavi
or, for that matter, any muscular exercises, is
ability instantly to relax or to contract any particu

muscle or set of muscles.
To the proper attainment of this end, absolute
Iaxation is the first necessity.

Unfortunately, m

teachers, having grasped the husk, hut not the
nel, stop short at this point, and, usually, with
astrou3 results. An improperly relaxed condition

as bad as, if not worse than, a continually-*00^
one. On the one hand, a blurred touch and un
style of execution is developed; on the other, a >
metallic tone, and unpleasing stiffness of sty e,
gether with a woeful lack of endurance.

has trans<ribed with more than ordinary cleverness:
“A la Kusse,” by Moritz Moszkowski.
“Kammcnoi-Ostrow,” by Rubinstein.
“Canzonetta,” by Victor Hollaender.
All students will find these transcriptions useful
and well worth knowing.
#

•

•

Admirers of Wieniawski

AN UNPUBLISHED
ANECDOTE.

(their name is legion) will
be interested in the fol¬
lowing, authentic anecdote.
Even many years after Wieniawski had achieved dis¬
tinction. Massart, his teacher, seemed unable to appre¬
ciate that his beloved Henri had passed through child
hood's years and was at last a full Hedged man as well

as a celebrated artist. Often he touchingly revealed
the fact that, to him at least, the great Polish master
was still “his boy,” however changed might be the
conditions of Wieniawski’s life.
On the occasion of a visit to his old-time master,
Wieniawski found Massart in a contemplative mood,
holding in his right hand a cane upon which his
fingers were actively engaged in imaginary technical
exercises. With a roguish smile Wieniawski asked:
"Are you practicing t-ilis, dear master?”
“Ah, my uoy,” was the serious reply, “you should
not jest on such a serious matter. Trills can be
studied with profit even on an ordinary strangles;
cane.”
“But,” rejoined Wieniawski, with a merry twinkle
in his eye, “if that is the case, do you not think it
would be a good idea to transfer yonr cane from the
right to the left hand?”
*

9
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The September issue of
A LESSON IN
The Etude contained some
PHRASING AND
introductory remarks on the
FINGERING.
subject of phrasing which
were intended to prepare the
way for practical illustration. At that time I had not
yet decided upon a method which promised to be both

2. The tempo must receive careful consideration,
and should greatly influence decision.
3. The grouping of the figures should prove sug¬
gestive of logical fingering and bowing.
4. Symmetry, simplicity, and tone-beauty—these are
the objects to lie attained. But it should always be
remembered that, though one’s c-hoiee is necessarily
limited, and often musical intent leaves no alternative,
yet it is possible to stamp such work with a degree
of individuality. A musical utterance may admit of
two or more correct ways of- fingering and phrasing.
Such eases can be decided only by judgment and in¬
dividual musical taste.
All readers interested in this exercise should copy the
accompanying melody and proride it with such finger¬
ing and bowing as, in their judgment, would render
it musically and instrumentallv logical. An extra
copy should be written and retained for reference; for,
in the December issue of The Etude, I will publish
the melody in its complete and originally-conceived
form. Thus, also, opportunities will be given me to
point out blemishes or actual musical errors if these
occur in the copies submitted to me. All communica¬
tions bearing on this subject should be directed to the
Violin Department of The Etude, and mailed not
later than November 12th.

_
A DEFENCE OF THE

A New Yobk newspap
is responsible for a viri

MOLIN.

article entitled “Die Geij

als Soloinstrument” (“Tl
Violin considered as a Solo Instrument”). The auth
of this article (a woman with a clever pen and
formidable vocabulary) is obviously determined
destroy, with one blow, any lingering affection whi,
the misguided musical world continues to bestow <
the "King of Instruments.” Her iconoclastic effort
supported by so many grave, encyclopedic facts th
no room for doubt is left in the reader's mind as to h
fitness to write on such a subject

it is no longer a question of whose services he is ab
to secure. It is now simply a cold mathematical pro
lem whose solution is found in dollars and cen
There are myriads of fiddlers. The impressario
interested merely in learning which one of the
myriads promises to be the best “business propos

tion.”
We have violin soloists galore of both sexes,
almost every nationality and color, from the infa
prodigy to the aged, white-haired enthusiast. N

form or force of argument can destroy this very gr
fact. And it would seem as though the bitterest a
tagonist to the fiddle creation ought to comprehe
the practical need as well as artistic worth of p
petuating the glorious art of the Cremonese maste
*

*

*

“Joachim’s classical tendency is due to his rei<
nition of the decay of the violin as a solo instrumen
The venerable Joseph Joachim is still alive and da

proving the absurdity of such a statement. Un
within very recent years he has remained one of
most active of soloists; and even to-day, when a
and disease conspire to terminate his brilliant care
his name can be found on the programs of many
the most important concerts given in Germany a

other European countries.
It is not possible to trace in Joachim s passion
chamber music his “recognition of the poverty o
violin.” His early childhood and earliest musics
(in the home of his teacher, Boehm) were tboroue
well calculated to develop his natural love f°r
highest and purest forms of musical creation,

it not also entirely natural that, at Leipzig.
guidance and daily influence of Mendelssohn. “
mann, and David, Joachim should have learn ^
scorn the vapid, frivolous show-pieces of the vi
Where is the connection, direct or even
tween Joachim’s love of chamber music and hi=
nition of the decay of the violin as a solo instrunw

than that I am now so old that practice is not quite
so meaningless as it used to be; but to the child any
work can be sustained but for a short time, without
intolerable nervousness and fatigue. Remember the
example of the mother of Felix Mendelssohn, who
gave him, when four years old, lessons five minutes
long every day.
I would, first of all, take just as much pains with
him as if every minute were bringing you in a dime
in money. We teachers are quite prone, when instruct¬
ing intimate relatives, to loosen the lace-strings of our
formal courtesy, and grow tart, testy, even quite irri¬
table before we realize it.
Next, I would arrange the little fellow’s time so that
he would not practice more than fifteen minutes at a
sitting, but two or three times a day, according to the
weather, his general state of health, the fewness or
the abundance of other interests, aud so forth. Do
not drag him in doors on a lovely day to tinkle at the
keyboard, but arouse in him a love for Nature and
her beauty. Connect this, when you can, with music
by asking him to listen to the birds, then play him
little pieces which depict or symbolize aspects of
Nature.
Use exercises in which you supply a harmonic bass
to his little finger-labors, that they may be scented
with feeling, and so become (lowers; then after you
have made for him a regime as elastic and as velvetlined as may be consistent with solid instruction, hold
him to it, without scolding, and without the least sign
of indulgent vielding. Do not make the keyboard a
jail, or a torture-chamber, but neither let it degenerate
into a mere play ground, but have him feel that it is
a serious and earnest thing, and a thing well worth
doing to study the piano. If sometimes he asks you
why everybody must study music, try to tell him how
deep and how delightful music is, especially to grown
men and women; for there is nothing which so de¬
lights a child as to think that he is getting on toward
adult life. The very life of these little'ones is the
imitation of us. an- when he can be made to see that

it in place and intact when you return. Technic has
to go with you like the red color of your blood, which
is there because your blood is filled with particles of
iron. No matter how slow it may seem, hold your¬
self, as with hooks of steel, to this arrangement.
Take part of your available time for the mechanical
elements of the art, and there is not anything better
than the one you are using, “Touch and Technic," by
Dr. William Mason; but take also a little time for
etudes, which are the connecting link between technic
in its crude and uncut forms and the music which the
imagination has constructed.
Then, last, but of equal value, is the study of mu¬
sical pieces themselves. It would, probably, be well
for you to make this subdivision into about three
equal parts. Now, even if you were thus compelled
to take six months to acquire one four or five-page
piece, that would be all right. That would be the
way in which you would make the most certain and
most rapid progress. The interruptions and the isola¬
tion of which you complain are obstacles of no mean
magnitude, but the Romans who created one of the
greatest and most enduring cities of the world had a
proverb, or rather one of their best-known poets said,
“Love conquers all things,” and this was afterward
paraphrased into “Labor omnia rincit,1 “labor con¬
quers all things,” and that is just as good a proverb
and perhaps a truer one. Keep at it»toil away, take
the little whitTs of musical delight which come to you
out of the beautiful measures which you meet with,
as the traveler takes the sweet breath of the wayside
flowers, and music will be to your spirit’s pathway
what the wild roses and the wood-violets are to the
foot-traveler through devious wavs.
I think one of the divinest things about our glorious
art is its power to come with a message of cheer and
ideality to those who find life crowded into remote
corners of isolation and self-dependence. The voice of
the poet and the Holy Spirit of God do the same, but
it is the sublime prerogative of our art that it is a
eo-worker with God and his poets. Surely sad and

you mention,—viz.: the difficulty of springing quickl
enough from the bass note to the bunch of answerin
chords, I doubt not that a little special exercise ever
day of throwing the hand with a light agile jerk bac
and forth over an octave and a half or two octave
would do much to straighten out this krnk in th

thread of your music.
As for your having dabbled, as you term it, with th
violin, the double-bass, the organ, and the piano, tha
is not necessarily a bad thing. All depends upon wha
you aspire to do. It certainly does militate agains
your becoming a virtuoso, or even an expert, perhap
but, on the other hand, it contributes to the widenin
and the musicalizing of your mind, and that is much
is a very, very good tiling. We have, in fact, quit
enough—yes, too many—people in the profession wh
think chiefly of dazzling us, and far too few who ar
content to love and to disseminate the beauty of mu
sic. A rough, slovenly performance is not to h

thought of as a trifle, neither is it to be pardoned whe
it arises from indolence or self-conceit, but if it is t
result of physical and adventitious conditions, it ma

be excused, especially if the performer does niani?®
give us an idea of the inner beauty of the music.
1
is not talking mere notions, for the present writer ia
heard many a performance which was, indeed, tec
nieally accurate, even perfect, yet utterly wearisom
and of little value. You say that you have an m
stinetive feeling of the expression, and that you ^
complimented for making people realize that fac an
enjoy the music; if you are thus gifted, you a
something which is rarer than digital facih y>

quite as precious.
.
Feeling as you do about music, and with your tci
tastes, I would advise the use of the usual teehni
development, with as much contentment as you

find in your heart. As to the best division 0 \
time, consult what I have just said to another in
somewhat similar position, and confronted wi
same doubt as to whether there may not be some
for the time to be better divided.

know exactly what this means.—G. W.”
My limits to day forbid entering into G. W.’s in¬
quiry fully, but the following are the points. In
order to interpret a piece one has to know it exactly
and to feel it artistically—fur., enjoy its particulars
and feel which are the main ideas, which the sec¬
ondary, the proper rate, the emotional feeling of the
piece, etc. A player is like an actor who means to
play Hamlet. What chance has he with a book in
his hand?
The objects of memorizing are, first of all, to have
the subject-matter in your head; second, to under¬
stand the piece more exactly than you will by the
usual study from notes; third, to have something to
play; fourth, to have splendid musical ideas working
around in your consciousness, hoping that sooner or
later they may strike something there of a congenial
nature, and yon find yourself some bright morning
with ideas of your own; and, fifth, to afford the
music time to get itself understood in your conscious¬
ness.
Now as to the Kneisel Quartet, they rehearse a great
deal—twenty times or more, Mr. Kneisel told me, upon
one work, until they enter into it and feel it together.
This process would undoubtedly be facilitated by
memorizing and playing by heart, and it would not be
at all difficult for these men—all of whom are artists.
But they are Germans and hampered by the German
tradition that it is not safe to play concerted music
without the notes before them. It nsed to be thought
unsafe for a pianist to try to play a concerto with
orchestra without the notes before him. The late Carl
Bergmann was much frightened at the idea of con¬
ducting the New York Philharmonic in Beethoven’s
"Fifth Concerto” when Madame Rivf King began to
play it without notes.
The Boston Symphony Orchestra or any other or¬
chestra does not enter into and interpret music ex¬
cept in a very remote and secondary degree. It is the
conductor who does this and makes them do it. What

ated upon completing it.
"Could not such a course be so arranged that they
could at least have a certificate for work actually
done, and at the completion of the course have a good
fair knowledge of music, from the teaching side at
least? If so what would you recommend for a
Teachers’ Course and what for a Classical Course?
In a small place like this the music department may
often change hands; a new-comer might not look with
favor upon a course previously adopted.
“2. In a recent number of The Etude some one said
that a child ought to be made to study so carefully
that he does not play a tone until he is sure it is the
right one, even if it takes some time. Now I find
that this way results in a very hesitating and over¬
cautious manner of playing, in which there is no
sense of rhythm, whatever.
“3. Where a pupil is an nmate of your own home,
and you hear him practicing improperly, playing
wrong notes, etc., would you interfere and correct it
upon the spot? Or would you leave it until the les¬
son? Would not the former course cause him to be
too dependent upon the teacher?—A. A.”
The reasons for desiring a systematic course of
study for music students are remarkably well stated
in your letter, and there is no doubt about the de¬
sirability of the idea. When it comes to carrying it
out practically certain difficulties arise, which have
to be met, just as they are in other departments of
study. For instance, let us begin. The first point is
to agree upon a point of graduation. How far should
the graduate go, and about what kind of music should
she be equal to? My opinion is that the proper point
for graduation in an ordinary seminary should cor¬
respond practically with high school graduation—
which would be to complete the sixth grade of the
standard grades, or if you care to make it a trifle
higher, the seventh grade. You should then have a
post graduate course of at least a year, entitling them
to further knowledge, completing the eighth grade and

(Personally I should use a great deal more Liszt
than this.)
Brahms: “Rhapsody,” in G-minor.

This is the ’east which a graduate ought to know
Then for theory, all of the primer by Dt. Mason an
myself, and harmony for at least a year; a litt

counterpoint (one term).
In technics the two-finger exercises well, all the a
peggios (Mason, of course, for it is more the mann
of playing than the actual novelty -of what he ask
you to play—and the way and order is everything
All the second, third, and fourth volumes of “Touc

and Technic.”
The post-graduate course would include more di
cult selections by Chopin, Schumann, Liszt, Beethove
and Bach. A little modern; but this is the mainsta

For entering, one should have completed the fou
grade and the arpeggios in hands singly, direct a
reverse, and be ready to go into the two-hand po¬
tions. I use these in the fourth grade, but pup

that come to you will not be so far advanced.
Now you may very justly say that I have quo
from my own works. So I have. But then mv w
happen to represent about forty years’ experience
study in finding out the indispensable for soli P
ress of students; and how the standard niatern ^
be safely sifted. That sifting has cost a vast amo
of study and experience. It is all together an
can have for a trifle the active principles o
sands of pages. There is no objection to Iour^
anything better you happen to know. I s 0

could find it.
-mr
With reference to the permanence of the
Get it shaped first; do not overload it with nam ^
all the hooks of studies you find in ccmseirvsio "

college catalogues. They mean nothing;
^
cannot go through a tenth of them, and you a
to find out which things will really do t e
This is what I have given my opinion con<^
in the list above. When vou are ready then „

acquire control over these infinitesimal silences that

unresponsive thud, instead of the full round ring of

scientific sides of composition.

give character and color to his interpretations.

the cantabile.

in conversation and association we must know mor

He

gives lavishly of his time to learn how to use its
smallest tidbits.
These diminutive sections of time also claim our
attention in connection with the singing touch.

«
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J

us parrot-like in our childhood, and hence our schoo

expression, we are not surprised that so few of the

are necessary institutions, for, thanks to them, we ad

thousands of piano students ripen to that pink of per¬

vance rapidly.

-Ls - LT IT—1!

Now, what is true of the baby who is taught how

Because the mastery of these minute details demands

to talk is also true of the music student who is in

two important qualities in both teacher and pupil.

itiated into the beauties of the art.

First, a nice perception of the intrinsic and relative

0

than the mere words and periods which were taugh

the tiny bits of time to clearness and smoothness of

fection which we recognize and demand in an artist.

Take, e.g.z

3E&

When we consider these very important relations of

In order to be refine

value of these moments of time.

This article is in¬

tended to emphasize their absolute importance.

And

Like the baby

he must be taught little and simple words first, o

musically speaking, he must be instructed in the rudi
mentary exerc-ises of music.

And just as a child con

the illustrations and problems cited may help us to a

tinues to utter words and phrases until a certain ag

more careful and accurate appreciation of these values.

has been reached when the public schools may co

Here the difficulty is the direct oposite of our first

It is true that the genius is guided in these matters

tinue the education, so a music student should recei

problem.

by his intuitions, but as only one in a hundred thou¬

primary instruction until he shows unmistakable sign

sand is a genius, we who are only more

of fluency and complete grasping of that which h

There the question was:

“How shall I regu¬

late the length of the little gapl”
the melody, it is:
it

altogether?”

Here, in playing

“How shall I suppress and prevent
As most

frequently

happens,

the

or less

talented must not leave anything to hap-hazard im¬

l>een presented to him—then and then alone should h

pulse.

lie trusted with the more difficult creations of the ma

So success requires of us a close and exact

melody here is sung by the highest and most easily

analysis of effects, so that we can work up to that

ters, and thus his education will become gradual,

followed voice.

habit of precision and sureness which

firm.

Yet every teaeher knows how often

will

finally

and much he must insist upon a perfect legato, and

operate as smoothly and unconsciously as the artist’s

how easily the little gap will slip in just the instant

intuitions.

before each following melody-note is taken.

structure without danger of collapse.

And here

Further, teacher and pupil must have infinite pa¬

it must be watched all the more closely because the

tience or they will never acquire this nice perception

accompanying chord-notes are to be delivered staccato

and this habit of precision.

and the upper finger will almost always rise from its

American shortcoming, in spite of the repeated warn¬

And here is one great

melody-note sympathetically with the last of the two

ings great European teachers have given us about

chord-notes, instead of holding firmlj

this very failing.

for the last

We are so accustomed to think that

fraction of a second till the next melodv-note falls

we must “get over” so and so much each lesson—mere

due.

bulk.

And so common is this fault that composers

When you build a magnificent building I®

must first lay a solid foundation which may carry

edifice, so it is with a pupil.

As it is

hasty instruction, you will never succeed in ma
a good scholar out of him;

but if your form a '

has been careful, solid, and conscientious, that "

you will build upon the same w ill defy all s^°™l , 'l
earthquakes of professional life, and you wi
reason to feel proud of your pupil.—Town Talk.

We come to think we are “losing time” when

have to caution the would-be performer by using re¬

we stop to dwell deliberately upon such minutife as

peatedly the indication ten. for tmuto—to be held.

the bits of a second and upon sueh trifles as the mo¬

For it is absolutely certain that the fart fraction of

mentary blur of the pedal effect.

the second fa-tween two contiguous melody-notes is

acknowledge that

the

mastery of detail is absolutely necessary to success.

loose, developed technic along the lines sugge-

Indeed, it i3 the one essential of modern success.

their own

one

that

makes or

mars

the

smoothness

and

fluency of cantabile playing.
Another example calling for nice discrimination in
subdivisions of time is brought out

1 a

If you begin

Yet we know and

in every other line of work the
Ar¬

Schumann, Chopin, and Liszt unlocked the re
ures that lay concealed in the pianoforte.

’’

and second, having immortal creative geni09, ^
individualities;

the

third, having

mour’s immense fortune was built up from the profits

gifts without the divine spark, developed technic

in connection

of the by-products made from the waste-material that

direction suggested by the various possibilities

with the use of the pedal in bridging intervals too

butchers usually throw away—every scrap of the cow

instrument as it yielded up its hitherto unesp

long for the hand.

and every drop of its blood is taken account of.

territory to him.—IT. J. Henderson.

hastily corrected, simply because these three or four

PUPIL.

form a decisive period, if not to the imperative moo

BY F. ROENA MEDINI.

pleadingly, the teacher gives forth hopefully, sm

Where

added lines and spaces, being only occasionally used,
have never received their due measure of attention,

A teacher of teachers must have natural psycho¬

Another “end” w hieh is apt to be allowed to go very
loose is that of the sharps and flats beyond the usual
five, so that C-flat and E sharp, etc., never become

student

has

wandered,

tearfully a

ingly, confidently, for he will commit a crime if

and because this bit of notation has been thrust in
with the odds and ends.

the

logical gifts that can scarcely be put into analytical
speech.

oversteps by a hair the boundary of the known.

E

periments must be practiced upon himself alone.

There are stages of study when the student must

It is never safe to assume anything where mind

led to throw off the passively receptive condition,

she cannot re¬

is concerned, especially that a point can be passed

the advancing and retreating of mind-waves betwe

member about them because she has never concen¬

oyer because familiar to every-day life, for the com¬

teacher and pupil are to be equalized, and, while t

trated her mind upon them, and so plays them in¬

plexities of the brain are mercurial and altogether

teacher is giving ideas to the pupil, the latter receiv

correctly first, making a correction necessary every

perplexing, and often fail to respond to anything like

nothing that is not returned by application, no mat

time.
Musical odds and ends of quite another sort are

reason or to the analysis of the simplest problems of

how imperfectly, until, in time, the mind is adjust

the turn, the trill, the mordent, and the grace note.

the psychological intuitions that lead one to com¬

expression which speak glad and perfect victory

These do not belong to the melody in any sense; they

prehend the sensibilities of a student, who has dis¬

teacher and pupil.

are old-fashionedly called ornaments.

armed himself, as it were, and stands a target of strict

really familiar quantities to a girl;

More and more,

life.

The gift of teaching is largely dependent upon

to the return of the perfected thought in tones a

A half-knowledge works great injury to the wo

in the new editions, the notes for which these signs

discipline and criticism.

stand are being written out in the musical text, but

not been unconsciously assumed by the student, the

the necessity of teaching arising, they reason th

although all musicians of to-day do not agree as to

teacher must bring about, with all the charm of an

further study will lower their standard.

the beauty of these embellishments, the mystic signs

eager and sincere enthusiast, the proper mental atti¬

set for themselves should always be higher than

are still with us, and there is a clean and a cluttery

tude of student versus teacher.

one attained, and to assume the unattained is char

way of interpreting them.

monious beginning can thought answer thought.

A trill rudely broken off

is a very different thing from a trill whose end is
nicely turned and fitted into the succeeding note.

A

If this mental condition has

Only through a har¬

Nothing is more depressing to a teacher, whose

and teachers deny themselves manna of heaven wh

The standa

tanism, and this last has been rampant too long to
tolerated by an enlightened community.

Life is sh

greatest wish is to unfold to a student an understand¬

and art is long;

mordent inverted is quite different from one which is

ing of himself and his powers, than to find time wasted

bedraggled by the pressure of necessities and con

not meant to be inverted.

Again, there are no two

by unconscious antagonism, obliged to override ob¬

quent discouragements, but she will certainly des

things more unlike than the long grace note and the

stacles that ought not exist, and which, happily, are

the man or woman who turns away with a fro

short grace

not frequent.

from progressive research.—Music.

note,

than

the

appoggiatura

and

the

This non-reccptive state does not al¬

sometimes she becomes foot-sore a

acciaoatura; the one has an accent, the other has not;

ways appear in the aggressive contradictory or an¬

the one has languishing expression, the other is crisp,

tagonistic nature, hut is reached by undue anxietv

brisk, and hurried;

the one leans gently toward the

on the part of the student, whose self-examination

Royal Academy of Music, some young men caine

melody,

literally

the

other

crushes

itself into

the

When Sir Sterndale Bennett was Principal of

develops the idea that strive and strife are synon¬

him as candidates for admission as students, and, w

melody.
You know that, if you were making a piece of Bat-

ymous.

It sometimes comes from professional criti¬

the swagger that comes from “advanced” tboun

cism following unrest that has led a pupil to start

tenberg lace, it would not be of much use to be able

lessness, with the grandioso air of superior Pe*^

upon an investigating tour of his own, and has listened

to put the braid nicely upon the design, the buttons

to criticisms and opinions which seem diametrically

where they belong, the linen in the center, and to do

opposed.

all the “whipping” if yon did not also know how to

prehend that there is a difference between criticisms

Not schooled or experienced enough to com¬

“fill in” all the odd little places which occur in the

that are a “matter of opinion” and art-knowledge, he

design.

suffers much as did Lot’s wife and his backward looks

The beauty of your work would depend al-

said, “Ah, we go

in

for Wagner and the m°

school,” and so forth.
Bennett quietly replied:

“Far be it from me to

der yon from any explorations in any region ot

hut let me ask you do you know Mozarts symp
nies?”

nite and systematic course is indispensable, and in¬

the main point is to bridge the pupil’s interest in

volves the nbility to execute all the works.

composition over to the next lesson.

To teach

THE TEACHER'S FERTILITY.

Bach without living able to play the works in ques¬
tion is to attempt and perpetrate an absurdity.

It

tion of some composition.

goes without saying that this selection of the fittest
material

will

diiTer

with

different

BY J. FRANCIS COOKE.

regard to the selection of material and the phrasing
diffuse, prolix, ami nothing will lie accomplished in
the eud in spite of the time consumed.

freshness to a lesson at all stages of its progress.

interest.

The leading of the voices in imitation can be.

followed;

then there is much of interest in analyzing

the musical form and various modulations;

proper

phrasing, which necessitates perfect independence of
fingers and hands and ready mental activity, is to be
studied.

Fresh Ideas.
After the consideration of proficient training, prob¬

In the suites we find the various dance-

teacher than the ability to infuse a new life into an
Any technical subject can become pro¬

saic and uninteresting if not administered in proper
portions, at the right time, and in an attractive man¬
ner.

Unless the teacher is extremely careful, the pupil

w ill soon come to look upon liis lessons as simple peri¬
odical repetitions of the same old story.

It takes no

little ingenuity and discrimination to give each lesson

Many sins of omission and

commission are committed in the execution of the old
embellishments, the proper rendering of which seems
As to the necessary requirements for a proper ren¬
dering of Bach's fugues in an intelligent manner, they
are distinctly technical and intellectual both.

To mas¬

ter them technically presupposes a course of study,
including Czerny’s opus 740, Cramer, and the Clement:
“Gradus.”

The intellectual feature consists in being

able to analyze each fugue according to its thematic
deveiopment, and

When we remember that it is often necessary for
the teacher to go over the same subject many hundred
times a year, it is not surprising that it is difficult
to make each topic appear brand new to the pupil.

to he a terra inmi/nita to most teachers.

the magnitude of this task can

The best-devised plans and systems of the most
scientious and painstaking instructors of music

aft aglee” most vexingly, without any blame att

able to pupil on the score of indolence or stupi

In respec-t to private teaching, it is seldom consid
how greatly, in many- instances, the ill-advised
cism and interference of “home friends” tend to
trate the intentions and artful routine of the

a tone of freshness.

forms cleverly exploited and the difficulties, technical
and otherwise, multiply.

HOME-CIRCLE CRITICS.

ably no point is of more importance to the piano
old subject.

Even the simple Bach invention involves much of

The teaeher should

constantly in mind appropriate devices for impar

authorities, but

unless a teacher has definite artistic convictions in
and interpretation thereof, the work will always be

A spontaneit

thought at this critical period is frequently the sa

Some subjects must be carried through several lessons

experienced professor.
All good teachers know that in the judicious s
tion of the “next piece” for the anticipative ?

student is contained more than “half the battle o
game;

yet the nicely graduated classical moveme

and each time the teacher must discover some new

found to remain unpracticed a9 it should, the anx

point

master (upon searching inquiry) being told that

of interest

not yet discussed.

Well-trained

teachers endeavor to keep in reserve many observa¬

tain critics of the home-circle have declared the

tions, which might well be introduced in one lesson,

“dry” and destitute of “tune,” while even the 'c

for the simple purpose of sustaining the interest.

of recreational trifles

Let

often—much to the

the student once feel that a subject has been ex¬

wonderment—meets

hausted at a previous lesson, and he will find little

since “Mamma does not like it,”—forsooth.

readily be appreciated when one reflects that, while

more use for it in the future.

the form is seemingly perfectly set and definite, yet

must

feel

his

ignorance

The ambitious student

before

he can

completely

with

an

indifferent

reeep

What with such drawbacks, and the e0U'^a
of the big schools—these being too supreme J’
for such considers

such was the fecundity, genius, and inventiveness of

master a subject, and at the first intimation of exact

cratic in their dealings

the master that each fugue presents different treat¬

knowledge he is anxious to depart for newer and more
engaging fields of knowledge.

touch their professors—the private teacher ha=

ment, novel problems, delightful surprises, and con¬

choice

vincing evidences of endless musical ingenuity.
The devoted student will also learn to rei-ognize the
melodic features of the work.

To be true, they are

somewhat austere, hut their t-hartn will last centuries,
where others vanish after decades.

The fourth, eighth.

task in these days.
of

study

If too severely academic

material,

he

risks

an

aPP

shrinkage of his clientele, while, if t°° 'n ^^
It is not to be understood that the writer is
mg to impress the necessity of constantly chi
the work with a view of introducing novelties
teachers, unfortunately, feel that it is neeessi

bent upon suiting all tastes while vet anxiou ^
his duty, he will likely find his hair fal ,ngrizzling, with

perhaps more than ordinary

sional rapidity.—Musical Opinion.
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a)

When Elfins dance, their feet are not sup¬

posed to touch the ground;so light is their

erate the rhythm of the first motive as slated
in the two preceeding measurers.

tread that the grass blades hardly bend under
(1*
it. Let your touch be equally light and

b)

dainty.

max

Here begins

the ascent towards a cli¬

which reaches

its

summit at

e),and

This is a suggestion of the Horn-call of
then descends

Oberon, the King of the Elves.

until that pianissimo is reached

which is required for the resuming of the first
d The t.h. should endeavor to plainly
Copyright,1S9».by Theo . Presser. 2 .

reit-

subject.

•
‘St/”lke the B flat as softly as the Dflat above
xi has become in the meantime; the B flat is not be¬
longing to the melody.

. ^ Players whom this piece addresses will hardly
e a
e to strike this chord in any other way than
'T.08*11^
thumb on the two lower notes,and sac¬
rifice the tie on E flat.

Copyright 1889 by Theo. Presser. 5

<1 >

The left hand,.while playing very precise in

rhythm, must do it so softly in this partthatthedifference between the touches of the two hands must

©) Strike this E flat well, and make

the changeun-

derneath it tin the next measure) quite softlysothat
the melody-tone E fiat pan be still heard above it.

be considerable; only thus can the melody in the
right hand be brought out.
l) Play these four quarter-notesin.bothh.andsstrong
and slightly detached from each other.

2847.5

k) Imitate in the right the manner of playing at ih
l) Remember whgt you did at e).
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Use a separate page for the new books of the day.

1

3

5

7

i

4

6

t» t: f ? I
This shows that G-major has 1 sharp;
3 sharps;

B-major 5;

A major has

:s

r>

7
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work, aiming to constantly improve both style an

Music in General

use of material.

may include, first, books specially devoted to the in¬

mony,

noted musicians

form—fugues, sonata construction, etc.—is valuabl

or miscellaneous.

Second:

you have heard, date and place, a copy of the pro¬

One devoted to history of music should accompan
that study.

them;

book,” greatly prized by its owner.

special musical programs to which you have
New composers, new pieces;

collections of

opus of which you are uncertain;

any

any important

ing may contain

the following rules, an outline of

which I give:

3

lation to eaeh other;

related chords written out.

H. Rules for fingering same.

Relative Minor Keys Having Flats.
3

5

7

IF-t

«
1

ie

v.

—

tt

r-

^

2

2f—

r

This is due

Scales, finger exercises.30 minutes.
.

30 minutes.

Eiece ..

minutes.

Beview .15 minutes.
SECOND ONE AND A HALF HOURS.

Seales, arpeggios, etc.15 minutes.

Eieee .

30 minutes.

Sight reading .15 minutes.

my own experience I have found that by this method
one lesson hour would generally suffice to teach an
ordinary pupil how to remember and correctly answer
ail questions pertaining to the subject.

various schools of playing named, noted performe
Each sketch was preceded by a cut

the instrument, cut from a large dealer’s catalogu
and neatly pasted in the book.

The different schools of piano play

ing and their exponents followed.

Etudes, sonatas .30 minutes.
I might mention in

orchestra

orchestra music, each irstrument was fully describe

vibrations, etc.

ONE AND A HALF HOURS.

signature.
After a few repetitions at the piano the learner will

composing various

the woods and metals used, the veneering, number

to the fact that neither has any accidental in its key

readily comprehend the matter.

of pieces

The sketch of the piano, which was very full, d

notice that the key of C-major and its relative, Aminor, are unprovided for in the above.

names

IV. Practice schedule (on basis of three hours for

Etudes

I surmise that the reader will not have failed to

by

scribed fully the process of making the instrumen

16
--1--t-

Orchestra, showing position of instruments, followe

IH. Special pedal exercise to precede use of pedal.
average student).

1

The first pag

contained a drawing of the New York Philharmon

on each listed.

I. Scales, formation of major and minor; their re¬

m

I saw recently an interesting “Orchest

Fol owing a sketch of the growth of orchestras an

If the pianoforte is your special branch, this head¬

I

One on music

gram heard, if possible, and your personal estimate of

musical event.

Relative Minor Keys Having Sharps.

There are other note-books in connection with gen
eral study which should be kept.

songs or etudes which you wish to remember;

relative minor-key signatures.

“Reading maketh a full man,” bu

“writing maketh an exact man.”

Group these under biography, fiction, history, har¬

listened.

The same process is continued in discovering the

You must be your own critic, and, with this though

in mind, I would advise you often to re-read you

reading.

terest of the music student, date and author of eaeh.

and so on.

Major Keys Having Flat Signatures.

I

Thus you will be making the most possible of your

how really little you know along certain lines.

Receiving and Giving Instruction.
Under the first, note new methods your teacher em¬
ploys, various forms of scale work and exercises, for

The organ, th

king of instruments, closed the list.

As a value

note-book on history of music, this surely is unrivale

on orchestra work, and the teacher who required an

succeeded in getting such a work is to be congrat
lated.

But will we not find that pupils take a pri

and pleasure in such a hook, more than repaying
for our extra thought and labor?

If the student will steadily bear in mind that
should never look at a chord without trying to r

its effect, he will be astonished at the rapidity W1

which he will obtain that most useful and necessa
equipment, the
reading.

power of rapid and accurate

it is hazardous to accept him, unless some one can

M.A., Mus. Doc., of London, a work of more than

devote' considerable time to him alone.

ordinary interest and value to organists.

If there are to be 18 boys in the choir, 4 should be

A largo percentage of American organists are abso¬

between nine and ten years of age, 4 between ten

lutely ignorant of the internal mechanism of the in¬

and eleven, 4 between eleven and twelve, and 4 be¬

strument which they play, and all theoretical study

tween twelve and thirteen.

of that instrument is considered, by them, a waste of

A few- boys under nine

years could be preparing themselves to enter the choir

time.

later.

By the time that these sixteen boys have be¬

an expert carpenter or general mechanic, it is a notice¬

come efficient choir boys the older ones will commence

able fact that the organists who have some idea of

While it is not necessary for an organist to be

to lose their voices and the younger boys will have to

how the tone is produced in an organ, and of the

take their places.

various

On general principles there should be as many boy
sopranos as there are men on the three other parts;
for example, with the above 16 boys (sopranos) there
should be 8 basses, 4 tenors, and 4 altos.

If boys sing

differences

in

construction

of pipes

which

produce different qualities of tone, are the ones who
For the average organist this book contains much
valuable information, presented in a manner at once

the alto part there should be twice as many as when

concise and

men take that part.

concern only the organ-builder are omitted, and every

Rehearsals for the boys should be as near daily
(short rehearsals)

as

possible, with

each week for the full choir.

two rehearsals

Such

technicalities

I

not necessary to make a racket when drawing
great-to-pedal coupler, for example.

The mechani

is simple, and only a small amount of force is nec

sary to draw the coupler, and yet how often an org

ist will use force enough to lift a trunk, in draw

this stop, making a noise not unlike the dropping
one end of the aforesaid trunk!

Such a noise is

cidedly objectionable to the hearers and does not te

to improve the reputation of the player as a care
and painstaking performer.

A flexible wrist, either in drawing or pushing

the drawstops, will obviate much of the noise m

handle the organ with greater ease and facility.

comprehensive.

manipulating the stops and combination pedals.

as

paragraph in its 157 pages presents to the thoughtful
organist some useful idea.

tioned above, and will thus enable the hearers to

low the music without having their minds detrac
by the unnecessary racket.—Everett E. Truette.
#

#

*

A
CHOIR-MASTERS

whiter

in

the

s

England Conservatory V
azine has this to say

If possible, rehearse with

The chapters on “General Notions of Organ Stops,”

the piano in a room large enough to contain sufficient

“Descriptions of Principal Stops,” “Glossary of Tech¬

air and admit of good circulation.

The organ lacks

nical Terms,” and “Answers to Questions on Organ

in boy choirs and the consequent demand for th

FOR BOY CHOIRS.

the above subject:

“Inter

characteristics which are necessary in teaching boys,

Construction set at the Royal College of Organists’

and the cabinet organ is apt to force the boys to

is on the increase, in spite of the fact that they

Examinations,” will prove particularly valuable and

imitate its nasal tone quality.

stoutly opposed in many churches for a variety

will aid candidates who contemplate taking the ex¬

reasons—more or less tenable.

aminations of the American Guild of Organists.

vocate of chorus singing in church worship decla

The last half of the

final rehearsal should be with organ accompaniment,
as boys miss the rhythmical accents of the piano,
which are impossible on the organ.
There is a difference of opinion regarding the ex¬
pediency of rehearsing just before the service.

While

various points in the music are thus freshened in the
minds of the young singers, the rehearsal also uses
up a certain amount of vitality and poor intonation
often follows.
and the director must remember that his work with
the little liand is much more important even than the
Oftentimes hoys will sing out

of tune from fatigue when the rehearsal is half over.
A short recess is often beneficial when this tendency

that the boy choir is only a makeshift, resorted to

with our ideas on this side of the pond, but the dif¬

cause

ference is purely one of locality.

Stated thus, the question seems to be merely one

author

defines

a

“sforzando

For instance, the

pedal”

brought on by means of a pedal.”

as

“a

coupler

This is true in

F.ngland, but the American builders generally give
that name to a pedal which draws full organ with
all couplers—similar to the German “Yollmcerk.”

The rehearsals must be regular and well attended,

selection of the voices.

A few definitions and descriptions do not coincide

For example, the

The book is copiously illustrated, and all the illus¬
trations are very clear.

The plate showing all the

action and pipes of a three-manual organ is the finest
I have ever seen.
The chapters on “Rough Tuning” and “Close Tun¬
ing,

if carefully read, will remove the veil of mvs-

it

is impossible

to

adopt

the

ideal meth

personal views as to what the ideal may be, and th
is no real argument.

“The truth concerning all of the objections to b
choirs that have been advanced is that they do
reach the root of the matter.
it is a serious one—is that
choir-masters.

The real difficulty

a

of securing compe

It is not sufficient to be merely

organist, even a well-trained one, much less one "

has taken six weeks' instruction in registration a
taught himself the rest.

And yet men with this

adequate preparation have recklessly undertaken

health and vigor increase with mental and soul growth.
As a means of escape from self-contraction, out into
the larger common life of an intimate circle of kindred
minds, the woman’s club is the greatest blessing of
modern social development.
It is obvious that this blessing is only possible to
those who are fit for it. It is to those who are anx¬
ious to give and share that the blessing of woman’s
organized life comes back, in good measure, pressed
down, running over. To those that enter club-work
to get and snatch and keep there is no blessing at all
—only bitterness and unrest and disappointment.
You are tired out with economical housekeeping.
You are weary of keeping up an artificial life of cruel
etiquette; you are perplexed in the daily and hourly
solutions of problems of loving helpfulness, or dis¬
cipline, or comfort; you are lonely because the op¬
portunity for loving self-denials has been taken from
you, and time hangs heavy on your hands. Then go
into club-life—and make an honest and serious effort
to throw your thought and will into the new and
extrapersonal channel which it offers. Live an hour
with Mozart or Beethoven or Liszt—realize and help
others to realize what life meant to them. Spend a day
at the club music class, and enter into the feelings of
the working-girls assembled there. Lend a hand in
starting the young artist, bred a quarter of a mile from
your own door, and share her hopes and fears. Do
your part in getting up the book-club, and make the
best reading on the list your own. In short, get out
of yourself into that kind of helpfulness that organ¬
ization best promotes, and the year will be the richest
of your life.
*

*

*

Not long ago a lady who
THE FEMININE IN
has won for herself an enFTANO-PLAYING.
viable reputation as a pian¬
ist and writer, sat in our
editorial sanctum. In the piano-warerooms beyond
some one was playing with considerable taste and feel¬

brilliant, unfeeling, loud, and stylish playing that as¬
saults our unsympathetic ear is the work of some
small, slim, youthful blonde, in a blue-and-white cos¬
tume and natty hat.
We are not drawing conclusions from solitary in¬
stances. Through the door aforesaid strains from
famous fingers more than once have stolen in. Velvetand-satin notes betrayed the presence of de Pachmann, showers of prismatic hail the colder genius of
Breitner, or rhythm piquant and exciting the intel¬
lectuality of Bloomfield-Zeisler. And now and then
the exquisite cantilena has apprised us that Paderew¬
ski or Dohnanvi sat behind the long wing of the
grand piano.
But never in all these cases—as charm first invited
attention and then stimulated recognition—has any
peculiarity of sex mingled with the impression made.
Neither musical touch nor musical temperament
judged by this test are dependent on sexual consider¬
ations. But race, breeding, and personality, on the
contrary, appear to control the tone, touch, and in¬
terpretation absolutely.
*

TONE REGULATING
AS AN EMPLOYMENT
FOR WOMEN.

*

*

After the action of a
piano has been properly
regulated the final and
most important operation

in its preparation for use
takes place—it is voiced. This is an art equal in deli¬
cacy to that of miniature painting, and exceeding it
in difficulty and dependence on special talent as a
prerequisite.
It is, however, as faT as physical
strength and deftness of finger are concerned, abso¬
lutely in a line with women’s work.
Voicing arises from the construction of the pianohammer. To understand it let us look at the various
parts of a piano-hammer. They are four: the core
of the head, made of maple-wood; the felt; the shank
and at the end of the shank, the butt, which fits to
the jaek which propels it to the stroke.

surface of the hammer for the blow, and here lies
art (for it is only pianos of the great art-pianoma
that are ever really voiced). Every art-piano is
independent organism differing from every other.
it comes from the factory crude and dissonant
offers the problem of its future quality to the voi
In it is hidden one quality of tone, “one chord,” as
calls it, which, being found, it yields its grea
totality of power, sweetness, and sympathy. Til
is found it is weak, harsh, and unsympathetic. I
his art to find that tone, to divine it, choose the me
to elicit it, and bring it to perfection. His means
in the operations to which the hammer may be
jected, and in variations of the escapement of

hammer, depth of the touch, etc.
With his needle he gives a velvet surface to
felt, with his iron he hardens it, with his steam
softens it. All his manipulations are so slight
to the uninitiated they seem to leave no visible tra
but, if successful, a voice almost human in its se

tiveness is produced.
There is no rule by which voicing can be tau
It is the work of the artist. In a large manufact
where there are several voicers, each man’s pianos
be picked out by their quality, and it often happ
that a piano which is good ns it emerges from
manipulation of a fine workman can become far be

if again taken in hand by a better artist.
There is in New York a man, famous in hi=
fession, who not only “voices” concert pianos for
public, but is able to voice them for the artist
is to play them. He can go into a rehearsal, li

to the touch of the player, go home and prepare
hammer for him so that he can get the widest
best possible effects from the instrument he ph
His delicacy of ear and fertility of resource

boundless. And yet the day may come when a wor
can learn the same art. When she does so it is
tain that she will create a quality of piano-tone h
tofore unknown.

whom he entered into closer relations than would
have occurred ordinarily had it not been for a special
reason. Being a celebrated French artist, Kreutzer
was often entertained by General Bernndotte, at that
time French ambassador to the court of V ienna.
Owing to a protracted illness of the empress, the
French ambassador could not present his credentials
for some time.
To while away the time, Kreutzer entertained the
music-loving general with his art, and in ordci to
offer him the very best in the way of music, intro¬
duced him to Beethoven, who w as quite willing to co¬
operate with Kreutzer. In the eourse of time, being
thrown continually together at Bernadotte’s (who
subsequently became King of Sweden), a fast friend¬
ship sprang up between Kreutzer and Beethoven.
Several years later Kreutzer received a striking proof
of the fact in the form of the dedication of the sonata
now known as the Kreutzer Sonata. The composition
appeared in 1805 with the title: “Sonata pu il Piano¬
forte cd un Violino obligato, scritta in uno stilo molto
coneertante quasi come d'un concerto; composta e
dedicata al suo amico Rodolfo Kreutzer per L. van
Beethoven (Sonata for the Piano and Obligato Violin.
Written in Very Brilliant Style, Almost lake a Con¬
certo. Composed and Dedicated to his Friend Ru¬
dolph Kreutzer. By L. van Beethoven).
*

*

*

Munkacsy and Liszt.
The recent death of the great Hungarian artist lias
called forth the following story from the Parisian
writer Blavet:
In 1886 Mnnkacsy was giving the finishing touches
to his picture "The Death of Mozart.” Stepping into
the artist's studio accidentally one day, Blavet found
Mnnkacsy in an cestatic posture before the painting
with folded hands as though listening to a voice from
above. In the background some one was playing
softly the “Finale” from the “Requiem” on a small
harmonium; to the right of the instrument stood a
woman in tears. She was the wife of the artist; the

In 1890 he went to the conservatory at Wiesbaden,
and finally returned to Leipzig, where, since 1895, he
has been Professor of Music History to the University.
He has established a school of theory (“Riemann
method”) and a school for pianoforte teachers; in
1899 he founded the “Collegium Musicum,” a society
for the historical study of chamber-music. In 1899
the University of Edinburgh conferred on him the
honorary degree of Doctor of Music, and he is an
honorary member of the Ctecilian Akademie in Rome

and the Royal Academy of Florence.
His original theories of harmony have been worked
out through a long eourse of study and writing. The
two salient points of his system are the dual develop¬
ment of the major and minor tonalities and the theory

Da. Hugo Riemanx.

rare combination of gifts—versatility of talent and
thorough-going scholarship. Artist and savant, he
commands the highest admiration for the depth and
extent of his learning. He is a composer and a con¬
ductor. He has written songs, studies and pieces for
the pianoforte, sonatas, chamber-music, and a system
of sight-singing,—of a sort to win him professional dis¬
tinction and to show that his theoretical works are
far from being those of a pedant. But it is in his
theoretical works that he is greatest, that he shows
himself one of the modern specialists, and dares—fol¬
lowing the lead of Helmholtz and Moritz Hauptmann
—to open new paths and to harmonize theory and
practice in mnsie. Besides all this, Riemann has a
1 Translated from the German by Florence Leonard.

of the dissonance.
Side by side with the reforms in harmony Riemann
was developing treatises on the art of expression, to
which he devoted himself with ever-increasing in¬
terest. These took shape in a system of “Dynamic
and Rhythm,” perhaps the subject which he had mos
at heart, and in dissertations on “Phrasing. ’ R>c
mann’s theory of accent, on which the system depends
is opposed to that of most other musicians of the pas
and present. It is founded, to some extent, on the
writings of Westphal and Lussy, and requires entire
reconstruction—w ith reference to accent—of modern
notation. This he has done in many compositions o
Bach, Rameau, Clementi, Haydn. Mozart, Beethoven
and others in his “Phrasirungsausgabe.”
His historical writings comprise many studies in th

history of notation, “The Melodies of the -^'ane
singers,” a history of musical theory, a hand-boo' o

operas, and his famous “Music-Lexicon.” Such a <w
as the last only a man of Riemann’s energy and nianv
sidedness could have created. He has revised a*1
edited quantities of music and text-books, has trans
lated Gevaert’s valuable treatise on orchestration
writes many articles for current journals, and is D
completing the musical division of Meyers Konve
sa tions-Lexicon.”

Being a woman, my class is made up exclusively of
women. I would like to teach men, but I do not un¬
derstand the male voice, and I find also that men avoid
women quite as persistently as women patronize the
male teacher to the exclusion of their own sex. Per¬
haps this is not pertinent to the subject, but I wished
to have you realize my position before stating my
needs in the matter of “Repertory.”
I have about twenty pupils, all but two of them
girls, ranging from 18 to 24 years of age. They be¬
long mostly to the middle class, and few of them have
studied the languages, and probably close critics would
say they but half know their own. I am at a loss
to know how to modify my ideas sufficiently to meet
them, with their limitations, and at the same time do
work of which I need not be ashamed.
Shall I teach Bohm, Rie3, Liszt, Brahms, Schubert,
Schumann, and Grieg, using English translations,
most of which are abominable, or pass by those great
and most satisfying of composers and confine myself
to a strictly English repertory? Do you think there
are enough good things written in English to make a
fair teaching repertory for that number of pupils?
“A Puzzled Teacher.”
There is nothing more exasperating to the up-todate teacher than his ability to bring about a meet¬
ing between good composers and his pupils on any¬
thing like a satisfactory level. Much has been written
and said about forming a correct taste in pupils by
beginning early with the classics, but when, as in
the above case, the effort amounts only to a com¬
promise as between good music and inferior text, it
is not surprising that teachers become skeptical on
the subject of the value of translations.
It is most difficult to translate the text and retain'
both the sentiment of the original and at the same
time the appropriate phrase and accent peculiarities;
and for this reason a teacher should be exceedingly
slow to place before pupils translations with glaring
inconsistence between words and music. The only
safe way is to examine all translations, and use the

1. Get your voice insured
before you wet your feet.
2. Fatigue is a vocal tonic
if taken in homeopathic doses.
3. Love your enemies if they will hut criticize your
singing.

“B\ THE WAY.”

4. An audience is supposed to be a stimulant, not a
scarecrow.
5. Good voices are not rare;
of them is exceedingly so.

intelligent treatment

6. The legato is the most absolute of all artistic re¬
quirements and money will not buy it.
7. If your accompanist is incompetent, blame your¬
self; you had your chance to decline at the rehearsal.
8. If you have tobacco that must be smoked, hire
some one who doesn’t sing to smoke it for yon. ■
9. Practice is said to make perfect. How much
practice is not stated; you are to find that out for
yourself.
10. It were better to devote three months to one
song and perfect it, than to attempt to finish three
songs in one month.
11. In yonr earlier opportunities for public appear¬
ance, think more seriously of what your audience will
get than of what you are to get yourself.
12. Do not belittle a single opportunity to sing in
public; some one will be in your audience who can
and will subject your work to unbiased criticism.
13. If you are a poor reader, communicate at once
either with the sight-singing teacher or abandon the
profession. The singer who cannot learn to read is
yet to be boro.
14. Musicianship is a positive, though not insur¬
mountable, bar to progress in the early stages of vocal
study; hence the voice should he placed as early in
life as is safely possible.
15. The possessor of a fine diamond in the rough
would hardly take it to a blacksmith to have it cut.
Think of that, you with uncut gems in your throats.
16. A climax should arouse three distinct emotions,
all of which may be pleasurable. First, a conscious¬

pose the order of words that they are difficult
understand. But there are very few people in a ge
eral audience who understand enough of a forei
language to comprehend the meaning of the text as
is being sung; and to the rest of the audience it
comes a mere jargon of sound that is utterly uni
telligible. If the singer will take the utmost care w
his translations he can usually come fairly near t
original and can at least convey the general meani
of the song.
Object of Enunciation.

The object of enunciation, as I understand it, is
convey the meaning of the lines without unduly ca
ing attention to the distinct enunciation. The au
ence is as much disturbed by an overburdened a
strained consonant action as it is by a deficient o
That a singer needs a clear and distinct enunciati
goes without saying. It needs no argument whatev
Singing without the “meaning”—that is, without
clear delivery of the words—reduces itself at once
instrumental music. This is just as true of sing
in German, or French, or Chinese, to one who d
not understand it. It is just on this very point th
vocal music differs from instrumental. The poem
fines the mood definitely and clearly, so that th
can he but little doubt of the intention; and
singer’s business is to impress this upon the mind
the listener.
Secret of Good Diction.

The secret of a good diction in singing lies entir
in two things: a sicift and facile consonant acti
and pure, flowing vowels.
The argument against the English language

been its multiplicity of vowel sounds: hut I can
see why one vowel should be more difficult than
other; and I maintain that, if the principles set ®

in this article are logically carried out, there
no difficulty whatever in making all the vowel sot®
In a previous article on “Reverberation, 111

ns almost to betray the whereabouts of the diaphragm,

ably not one of reform in

thereby dispersing the vibrations, and producing that

musical culture, so much as it is of entertainment.

is only by being practical that we can communicat

shallow, colorless tone termed “white,” only to be

To the popular mind—and I mean by popular mind

some of our idealistic virtues, this requires discretion

followed in turn by others clutched at the throat;

all

and if, as a result, some tones are open and clear,

music is an inspiration, and requires the detail of a

and common sense.
We, ourselves, may be great admirers of classica

others choked, others thin, and so on, that voice is

human story to create a definite interest.

music, and often marvel at the inconsistencies of re

said to have a bad action or method.

so much indefinite talk about the impression and in¬

fined people who are not of our opinion;

fluence of music!

It is quite possible that English

content ourselves in looking askance at the apparen

Van Rooy, every tone of which is placed well forward,

opera will sweep away many theories with regard

obtuseness of our neighbors, but rather seek to eulti

—not a hit or miss in the whole range,—are a source

to music that are much talked about and misunder¬

vate a correct taste in our pupils, and I know of n

of the deepest satisfaction to the listener, and have a

stood.

easier way of accomplishing this design than by an

reliability most gratifying.

enhance, even to idealize a human story, and with¬

alyzing the pieces they study.

York for weeks, and I do not once recall his having

out such story it has little meaning.

pupils can explain the form of a simple sonatina,

been off duty because of a “cold.”

instance, tell

Voices built like those of Pol Plangon and Anton

Mr. Plancon sang in New
I suspect that half

of the colds are more the result of bad method than of
bad weather.
Voice-building is, in

reality,

instrument building;

people,

self-important

To my

can be done, and the voice-culturist certainly rests
under a disadvantage not to be met with in any other
department of musical

study.

ments are of themselves lifeless.

All musical

their simple story.

his own tone, as does the singer, but he does so on
a quiescent and inanimate object.

While, on the other

hand, the voice-instrument—the human throat—is a
very-much-alive

piece

of

mechanism,

and

for

this

There is

of music

is

to

All songs, for

Why should not

operas have their plots made clear to audiences?

I

can define a sonatina?

How many of ou

he might as well be an inhabitant of Mars, as far a
the pupil is concerned.

should not exist, even when the teacher has not

*

*

The December number will take up the October
and November accumulation of questions.—Vocal
Editor.
*

*

*

The meaning of song goes deep. Who is there that,
in logical words, can express the effect music has on
us! A kind of inarticulate, unfathomable speech
which leads ns to the edge of the infinite, and lets us
for moments gaze into that!—Carlyle.

reason a knotty problem to handle, especially as it is

Now, this state of a air

the opportunity of studying form.

Mr. Ridley

work to supply this long-felt want;

it is pu

in six volumes, and is called “The Musician.

By teaching in the manner above mentioned, we g"
a solidity to the character of our pupils.

*^*'cr a

what is education but formation of character.

The whole character of our contemporary tec ^
is the result of romanticism in innsic.

ment of its possessor,—conditions quite outside the

from the efforts of romantic writers to bn ue

control of the voice-teacher.

piano with a greater power of emotional utteran

SOME WAYS AND MEANS.

ical in response to the will of the singer, and free
sciousness of its owner, before artistic results can be
obtained.

It is safe to estimate that in each genera¬

is Heaven’s first law,” wrote the poet, a few

^
»

Classicism means perfection o

^

unfailing beauty of thought and utterance.
science of the beautiful in music.

“Order

It has

make it a dramatic force, and, even more t an
a personality.

BY AII.EEN FOSTER.

from any restraint imposed by temperamental con¬

3
re

tice, an Englishman, has compiled a very satis ae or

subject to such influences as the health and tempera¬

Throat-action must become automatic and mechan¬

o

And as to the composer—wel

in English opera.”—Susanne Adams.
*

I

let us no

cannot see any difficulties that can arise for the singer

instru¬

The violinist forms

non-important—the

mind, the purpose

for, without first the perfected tone-instrument upon
which to develop a technic, no truly excellent work

and

worthy, but the living up to them is still better.

But roman

^

means personality, characterization, indhidua

tion there are in two continents not more than thirty

hundred years ago, and never was there a truer sen¬

sion, even universal revelation;

voice-instruments produced.

tence framed in hnman language more applicable to

tion in pouring forth abrupt rhythms, bars ^ ^

of hundreds upon hundreds of voice-students, pursuing

the teaching profession.

nance, startling progressions, when these 3Pe‘

their studies with conscientious fervor, struggling for

me, and fancy that I mean to insinuate that every

Against this is an array

Pray do not misunderstand

nnd it has no

thought of the composer.—IF. J■ Henderson.

page 18, “Touch and Technic,” Part I\ :
“The

pedal

study

which

you

have

so

carefully

worked out is a little wonder-piece, and 1 venture to
sav

that—as

far as I remember—that subject has

never been treated before with such competence, lucid¬
ity, and justifiable authority.

.

.

.

^our method

I recommend most heartily.
(Signed) “I. J. Paderewski.”
[The foregoing is not a translation, the English
words being Paderewski’s own.]

HOME NOTES.
The opening recital by the Faculty of the Toledo
Conservatory of Music was held in Collingwood Hall,

October 9th.
Mb. E. R. Kboegeb, of St. Louis, has issued a neat
pamphlet guide to his lectures and lecture recitals of
“Wagner's Great Music Dramas,” “How to Listen to
Music,” “The Emotional and Picturesque in Music,”
“Modern Forms,” “How Music Came to be What it is,”
“How Composers Compose.”

of lectures to the students of the University of Mich¬
igan, on the history of musical instruments as exem¬
plified in the Stearns Collection in the University
Museum.
•
The Kankakee, Ill., Conservatory of Music, C. W.
Best, director, has arranged for a fine series of artist
recitals this season.

Miss Chloe E. Lay is in charge of the music de¬
partment of the Stonewall Jackson Institute, Abing¬
don, Va.
Boscobel College School of Music, Nashville,
Tenn., is in charge of Mrs. Lizzie Lee Warren-Lukenbi1 .
The

Miss Isabella Beaton, of the Cleveland School
of Music, Alfred Arthur, director, gave the first of the
school recitals for this season, September 26th.
Mr. Robert That.i.on, of Brooklyn, has started his
series of pupils’ concerts for the season. Miss Grace
Thallon and Mr. William King were the performers.
1 eachers who are looking for eli> in arranging recital programs should send to Mr. Carl Faelten, of the
Faelten Pianoforte School, Steinert Hall, Boston, for
copies of programs given by the faculty and pupils of
the school.
Mr. Walter S. Sprain kle, of Indianapolis, started
his pupils’ recitals for the season, October 15th.

Mb. Fkedekick A. Williams, of Cleveland, began
his series of pupils’ recitals for the season, October 22d.

in that city." A free circulating library is a prominent
feature of the school.

Da. Henby G. Hanchett has been engaged by the
Board of Education, New York City, to give a series
of lectures on music and the piano in the Teacher’s
Educational Course.

H

K. E. Runkle.

ness is excellent, and that the gooas are the very best
Charles Froh.

Y'our music and methods are the best to prepare
young pupils. I am satisfied with all I bought from
you.
Madame J. B. Dayust.
I

have been a

subscriber to The Etude for fou

years, and it is one of the “good pearls” that I ua\
found.
William Tollington.

“Sight-Reading Album,” by Charles W. Landon, con
tains excellent material for practice in this branefl o
music-study.
M. A. Goodnoug

The “on sale” music you sent us last year was th
best assortment of music we ever received from
wholesale house.
Mrs. E. R. 1^c

I am very much pleased with the music you hai
sent this year. It has been a great help, sa'inS 0
time and patience.
Nellie M. u

Received Volume I of “The Modern Student, an
would advise teachers of the piano to give toe
lection close attention.
Emma Goltebua-

I consider Mathews’s “Graded Studies” indispen^d'
to every progressive
recommending them.

teacher,

and

take
S. L. St. J

•

.Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word
for one insertion, payable in advance. Copy must be
received by the 20th of the previous month to insure
publication in the next number.

I received Book I of W. S. B. Mathews’s
Graded Course of Studies,” and am so deUgnte
it that I make haste to order another one.

A BRILLIANT MUSICIAN (LADY'), ALSO FINE
singer and violinist, desires position,as accompanist
with a first-class company, or to teach in a small town.
(Miss) L. Marsden, Albright, Preston County, W. Va.

I must express my pleasure in your
“Organ-Book.” It is to me the most satisfacto „
of the kind I have ever used.
_
Georgie DavisO-’--

Miss Annie Pabby Bundy, of Topeka, Kansas, has
arranged very thorough courses of study for her school

J

I would like to say that your manner of doing busi¬

I like "Standard Graded Course,” by Mathews an

poses.
Miss Jeannette Leplf.y, of Pipesville. O., gave an
interesting recital, September 29th, her full class of
forty pupils assisting.

A suite for orchestra, entitled “Rural Snapshots,”
by Mrs. Clara A. Korn, was played by the Kaltenbom
Orchestra, New York City, at a recent concert.

I find the music of your publication acceptable in
every wav: quick in delivery and medium in price

Mason’s “Touch and Technic” better
I have ever used.
Mbs. G. W. Crozi

Mb. Emil Liebling has resumed his series of re¬
citals for the benefit of his pupils. October 20th, play¬
ing before them programs selected for educational pur¬

Mb. W. J. Hutchins is giving a series of organ re¬
citals in Nova Scotia.

Mrs. J. C. Vick.

The “First Dance Album” is carefully compiled, and
the pieces are well selected for the second and third
grade.
R. E- Gutterilan.

Y'OUNG WOMAN MUSIC TEACHER WISHES
position in music store. Address: H. S., Wyoming,

Minnie 0. Tbacv ■

“The First Violin,” in yonr edition, is
gotten up, and the fascinating story is we
trated and splendidly printed.

^ L

WhEDoX-

intentions toward art and man.

Of Every Lover of Confections.

It would be well to

Their Purity and Delicious Quality Have Made Them Everywhere the Choice of Connoisseurs.

examine every pupil in order to be sure that the wilt
is right.

WE HAVE A TRIAL PACKAGE FOR 10 CENTS IN STAMPS.

Make use of your knowledge of psychology

When not to be had of dealers we will send on receipt of price : i-Ib. box, 60 cents; 2-lb. box,
$1.20 ; 3-lb. box, $i.8o; 5-lb. box, $3.00. Delivered free in United States.

now if ever.
A wrong motive will drive a good cause to disaster,

ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO

THE WALTER M. LOWNEY CO., Dept. N. Boston. Matss.

though headed in the right direction and upon the
‘right track.

New York Retail Store, 1123 Broadway (25th St.) Boston Retail Store, 416 Washington St.

Think of a rapidly-moving engine with

a man at the throttle not an engineer.

An absolutely

right motive always contains within itself energy in
sufficiency to consummate to the utmost all its plans.
Right motives can be born only in true feeling or in
true instruction, created only by a fullness of true and
correct knowledge, and without which only a cheap

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate

fanaticism, prompted by ambitious and active thought,

techniqu
and TEETH

which without proper nourishing condition develops

A Great Tonic.

an unhealthy mentality.—Edicard Foster Beal.
• • •

Invigorates and strengthens the system,
relieves nervousness and headache, and cre¬
ates a good appetite.

THE FUNCTION OF IMAGINATION IN MUSIC,
Music, like literature, is the external representa¬

As you cultiva
one, you mu
care for the oth

Genuine bears name Horsfoud’s on wrapper.

tion of a beautiful ideal which is contained within
the mind, and is the result of certain circumstances
and associations, both of external things upon the
mind, and the innate tendencies of the mind itself.
What use is music without expression?

And how can

you obtain expression without first being able to ap¬

Dnnf lpu’o NEW METHOD of instruction
U6IJtlSj 0 IN the art of piano playing
An up-to-date work of interest to Teacher and Pupil.
Ira pages. Retails at $2.00; teachers’ price, $1.00,
plus postage, 20 cents. $1.20.

preciate, esthetically, the piece of music which you
are to interpret?

A pupil in music must feel or must

SBMD ORDERS TO

be led to feel the temperament of the composer in
order to be able to infuse into his interpretation the
notes of genuine feeling.

terpret what he cannot feeh

And it is to be noted,

too, that there cannot be a variety of temperament
assigned to any particular musical composition, any
more than to a piece of literature.

You cannot hope

to show that it is the outcome of several tempera¬
ments.

Hence it is necessary, not only that one should

possess the musical

H. D. BENTLEY,

-

.

Freeport, I1L

For no one can hope to in¬

faculty but, in addition, have

cultivated the esthetic faculty.

positions, but in his life, his walks, his temperament

NTOMYRH»^«S
i'VT'UI
OTll
QTF
° 1 C
e.mt TiTf>rrc\

(IN TUBES)

A

little girt being left at home in care of Grandpa seeks to
improve the opportunity by giving him a lesson in danc¬
ing. As she has been taught so she instructs him to
“ Raise yonr little skin,” •• Point yonr little toes,” etc. The
incident is told in verse and prettily set to mnsic in gavotte
time by C. H. McCurrie, composer of the new and popular
book.
Wee Wee Songs for Little Tots,” etc. This song
“Grandpa. Come and Dance With Me," is mailed nostraid for
25 cents net by the

Nor is this all.

The composer must be studied, not only in his com¬

RIGHT’S

ALAMEDA MUSIC COMPANY, - Alameda, Cal.
THEO. PRESSER

-

*

Philadelphia

Being an antiseptic,
mouth of all gf
dentists everywhere en
Best druggists sell
tube-same price as W^
Renowned Myrrh Too
Antiseptic Myrrh Tooth

Dr. J. Taft, Dean of the Cincinnati Dental College
author of Taft’s “ Operative Dentistry B0
have used your Dentomyrh Dentifrices
So
m free to say that I am much pleased
of
know they have no superior inip., D.D
ample and interesting booklet on th
E, on request.

les Wright Chemical Co., Dept. W, Detroiter

Price 50 cents.

“CAROL OF THE BOBOLINK”
Morceau de Salon by WM. LORAINE

i

is a daintv, catchv, pretty teaching piece,—nsparkle with
life. You'can’t help likiug it. Price 50 cents.

“ JAPONICA”
By TONY STANFORD
Accepted bT all as the only successor to the
*• Narcissus.” ' Price 50 cents.

famous

“CALANTHE”
Waltzes by ABE HOLZMANN
Strauss could have written it. It’s a love waltz,—soft,
dreamy, dainty, exquisite. You ean’t be clumsy under its
influence. Price 50 cents.
A NEW SONG TRIUMPH

Moscow in 1843. A year later he was in Berlin
studying composition under Dehn. Soon after he
composed four Russian operas and gradually built
up a generous list of compositions. At the age of
twenty-four he was again in Berlin, and for a
time lived in a garret, where his leisure was prin¬
cipally spent in composing with savage fury and,
like Balzac, finding solace from hunger in his
ideals. In 1858 he
as court pianist and concert
director in St. Petersburg, and a year later became
director of the Russian Musical Society. In 1862
he founded the Conservatoire, and in 1872 visited
America, arousing everywhere the greatest en¬
thusiasm. His influence was ever for the good,
and his playing rarely failed in arousing an in¬
centive in other musicians.

“KING OF THE WINDS”
By ARTHUR TREVELYAN and FRANK DAVID
Itarc and beautiful; a new conception ; a master hurst of
emotion
It is a soug to thrill and enthral its listeners. A
niece •• lie resistance" for the repertoire. Price 75 vents.
Positively the best songsince ‘‘Thy Sentinel Am L
tor
Bass and Baritone.

“ BUNCH O’ BLACKBERRIES ”
fH

1

Character March. Cake Walk, and Two-Step
By ABE HOLZMANN
The greatest suecess of the year; a companion piece to
“ Smoky Mokes,” by the same composer.
Contioually
featured by Bandmaster John Philip Sousa at the Parts
Exposition. Price 50 cents.

“ BELLE OF THE REGIMENT”
March and Two-Step by TONY STANFORD
Endorsed by Miss Helen Gonld; merits the highest
opinions. A pleasing march and strongly recommended.
Price 50 cents.

“GALLANT 71ST MARCH”
Bv F. FANCUILL1, Ex-Bandmaster United States
Marine Band
Played during the entire season with unbounded success
at Manhattan Beach. Price 50 cents.
«|,rr Send ns ten cents and cards with the names and
rK r r addresses of five teachers in yoor own city or
a
town and we will send von a regular 50-cent
copv of one of the best teaching pieces published. Seud an
communications direct to the publishers,

FEIST & FRAMENTHALER
36 W. 28th Street

NEW YORK, N. Y.

United Nations March and Two-Step. . .
. .
Brand new. Just out. By W. A. Corey. j.ry it.
•• Midnight Fire Alarm Galop,” . . •
’wiBy Hi G. Lincoln. Arranged by E. T. Pauli, wi
bells, etc. Descriptive

SEE WHAT WE OFFER

We believe the above pieces to be
and in order to introduce them more fully and gi e
etude an opi>ortunity to obtain them a‘f
furnish any oue copy selected for 25c., or a?J. “ ,
any six copies for 81.00. This is Iras ^an wholesalere
an order lie sure to mention this ad iniThe Ettd ,
rate will be 28c. a copy throughout .Ou^Xmiu)0 ca
issued by any publisher; amounts for less than*l.wca
postage stamps.
__

SPECIALLY IMPORTANT.
HUMMEL, Johann Nepomuk; born November 14,
1778, at Pressburg; died October 17,
1837, at Weimar. An erratic genius, an eminent
pianist and capellmeister, but taking his art more
lightly than the large number of his compositions,
and the value of some of them would seem to in¬
dicate. Hummel studied under Mozart for two
years in Vienna, and from 1788 to 1793 made con¬
cert tours as far as Denmark and England. From
1804 to 1811 he occupied Haydn’s place (the latter
being then infirm) as capellmeister to Esterhazy,
after which he lived a more or less secluded life
until called to Stuttgart in 1816 as court capell¬
meister, which post he exchanged with a similar
one at Weimar in 1819. His life thereafter was
one of almost constant travel, and it would seem
that his compositions, though brilliant, imbibed
therefrom a certain spirit of restlessness. He is
to-day known principally through his third, fourth,
and sixth piano concertos, and the “Bagatelles.”
In all, Hummel wrote one hunured and twentyfour works.

We have a set of six teaching pieces which^Eacbp
tion the best pieces ever placed on the
£ made as t
duly graded, fingered, and special
f ,bese p
rendition of same. Do n’t fall to or'l’’r a *1-„,hjng bet
are just what you want in vonr teaching. 8
Be sure to try'them. They are as follows:
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2. *
34.
5.
6.

Mexican Echoes (Serena(ie) GraJe3, - ^ -3
Queen of the Night (York Caprioft Graoa
Southern Zephyr* (Gavotte), Gr»
.
Morning Vespers (Idyl), Grada*,. - Gde
Pearl of the Antilles (Cuban Dance), “
The Cossack (Pollaka), Grades.

READ THE SPECIAL OPFERWE
To any reader of The Etude, we agree to
for 20c., or auy four copies for 60c., °r
*
These special prices can only beobtained y ->

ingd
ne pie

and areonly offered to introduce this set ©

ing an order be sure to
?‘“T'he'«litioa
price of 25c. a copy will be charged. T
_t__e jfe
Amounts for less than $1.00 can be sent m

^eniat

out a sample order and write for catalogue ax
free, postpaid.

PADEREWSKI, Ignace Johann; born November 6,
1859, at Podolien;
studied with
Leschetitsky, was Professor of the Pianoforte at
the Warsaw Conservatory, and since 1883 concertized extensively in America and Europe.
Paderewski is a very distinguished pianist, and
the opera upon which he is now working is said
to be full of original beauties.

READ

Address all orders and

ic

communi

Publishers.

E.T. PAULL MUSIC

44 Wist 29tli Street. New Yo

